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Abstract

Surveillance is becoming the norm in today’s life, especially with the pandemic of COVID-19. Surveillance of public crowds and activity is a controversial issue that can contradict the privacy of individuals (Federal Decree-Law No. (5) of 2012). This paper presents a comparative study of surveillance and privacy regulations and law in the UAE compared to the USA and the EU. The objective of this comparison is to highlight the amendments that have been adopted to improve laws and regulations, the need for further improvement, and the strengths and weaknesses in each of these countries. A discussion of different acts adopted in these countries and comparing them can help security experts to cooperate with legislators in order to rectify shortcomings and improve the acts adopted in their respective countries. Furthermore, we think that such a comparison can help system developers to find an easier way to accommodate the differences in security measures that they have to tackle and incorporate when they are serving customers in these countries and especially in the UAE. A legal framework has been proposed in order to define the maturity level of regulations adopted by a government in regard to surveillance and privacy laws and acts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) (Bazan, 2007), surveillance is defined as “the acquisition by an electronic, mechanical, or other surveillance device of the contents of any wire communication to or from a person in the United States, without the consent of any party thereto, if such acquisition occurs within the United States”. Therefore, electronic surveillance includes the use of
mechanical, electronic or any other surveillance device of the contents of wire or electronic communication, without the willing agreement of a party to the communication who has a reasonable expectation of privacy. Contents of a communication can be any information related to the identity of the communicating parties, or their existence, purpose, substance, or meaning of the communication.

Surveillance can be done on the wire when the data is being transferred from a source point to a destination point over a wire, a cable, or other communication channels via wiretapping, bugging, or videotaping. Alternatively, it can be done through electronic communication like email, VoIP, or accessed, and is related to the things. Geolocation tracking is yet another way to do surveillance through GPS, cell-site data, or even radio-frequency identification (RFID) (Open Institute of Information, n.d.-a).

The meaning of the term “privacy” depends on the legal context. In constitutional law, privacy is associated with self-determination and autonomy, and means to have the right to make a person the ability to own decisions regarding inherently personal issues without government intimidation, coercion, or regulation. In the context of common law, privacy is associated with isolation or seclusion and means to have the right to live alone. Under statutory law, privacy is linked to secrecy and implies the right to be protected against nonsensational disclosure of private or confidential sensitive information (U. S. Department of Justice, n.d.).

Several corporations and organizations are declaring to be noncommercial and claim that they maintain the privacy of users, but in fact, they use some samples of our data to study our behavior, desires, and interests for many things, and this is a major breach of the users’ privacy (Braga, 2014).

The conflict between the need for surveillance to protect the countries’ and nations’ security and the need to protect the personal right of privacy is an ongoing battle. Therefore, every country that has established standards has also established mechanisms to enforce those standards. Surveillance, in this regard, is a necessary tool that disregards the privacy of individuals to protect the rights of other individuals and groups. Any discussion about the issue of surveillance must recognize this reality. Parents watch children and employers watch employees (K.N.C., 2019).

In the United States, the architects of the Constitution strove for a degree of harmony between the competing values of privacy and surveillance. Nevertheless, we need to recall the technological realities of the late eighteenth century. When Madison wrote the Bill of Rights, the sound could not yet be transmitted or recorded. The only means of penetrating private spaces were eavesdropping and physical trespass, and so these acts were constrained under the strict warrant controls of the Fourth Amendment (K.N.C., 2019).

To address this conflict FISA has established the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) and the Court of Review that manage applications submitted to the court in order to authorize the use of certain devices for electronic surveillance. FISC deals with the decisions of applications regarding “electronic surveillance, physical searches, pen registers or trap and trace devices, or orders for production of tangible things anywhere within the United States under FISA (U. S. Department of Justice, n.d.). If an application is rejected by FISC then the Court of Review becomes responsible for reviewing that application.

Electronic surveillance is a search under the Fourth Amendment (Open Institute of Information, n.d.-b), which provides that “the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized”. Therefore, warrant requirements similar to other searches are needed for surveillance. To approve a warrant or surveillance request application by the FISC under FISA, the government has to show that the suspect to be kept under surveillance must have committed some kind of suspicious activity or must have been involved in violations of the criminal law, particularly when that action includes a foreign threat to the national security of the certain country (Bazan, 2007).

The purpose of this paper is to provide researchers in cybersecurity and legal fields with a comparison between laws and acts that have been adopted in the USA, the EU, and the UAE and that are related to surveillance and privacy issues. The reason behind choosing these counties is the high maturity level of cyber laws in the USA and the EU on one hand. On the other hand, we believe that the UAE represents a model for other nations in terms of the fast pace of improving the life quality of citizens and residents along many axes including policies and law.

This comparison would highlight the amendments that have been adopted to improve laws in each of these countries, the need for further improvement, and the strengths and weaknesses in each. A discussion of different acts adopted in these countries and comparing them can help security experts to cooperate with legislators in order to rectify shortcomings and improve the acts adopted in their respective countries. Furthermore, we think that such a comparison can help system developers to find an easier way to accommodate the differences in security measures that they have to tackle and incorporate when they are serving customers in these countries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review of some studies published in the area of privacy and surveillance. In Section 3, we discuss the methodology that has been followed in conducting the research in this paper and the proposed legal framework. Results are presented in Section 4, which focuses on specific observations and recommendations. In Section 5, we discuss various features of surveillance and privacy laws and compare these laws and policies adopted in the USA, the EU, and the UAE. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Several research papers have been proposed to address the issue of law and policies in regards to surveillance and privacy in many countries. This is because the issue of drawing the bounds of surveillance and privacy is considered as one of the most important challenges of our new digital life. At the same time, people need more and better
protection over their personal information and data, which led to the emergence of conflict between the need for surveillance to protect society’s security and to take this issue into consideration for protecting personal privacy.

Cyber security law in the UAE is one of the most advanced and continuously improved ones in the Middle East and other neighboring countries. For example, the Emirate of Dubai has adopted the “Dubai Cyber Think Tank” initiative, which has been launched by Dubai Electronic Security Center (DESC) (2017). This initiative allows public and private sector entities to carry out research, have discussions, brainstorm ideas, and come out with recommendations to address cybersecurity issues. There are several priorities of the work included in this initiative as participating in the development of policies and framework that strengthen the cybersecurity of Dubai, and facing and mitigating the current and future risks and challenges related to cyber security for the public and private sector.

This initiative focuses on a set of core domains that are part of the DESC’s (2017) Dubai Cyber Security Strategy, which supports future plans of Dubai in the realm of cyber security. These domains include the following points ordered relative to the importance of the topic in this paper:

- “Ensuring data privacy for the public and private sectors and individuals.
- Putting controls in place to protect data confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
- Establishing national and international collaboration to manage cyber risks.
- Achieving awareness, skills, and capabilities to manage cybersecurity risks in the public and private sector.
- Promoting research and development in cybersecurity.
- Ensuring the continuity and availability of IT systems”.

The Global Cyber Security Capacity Centre (2016) proposed a legal framework to address various aspects of security-related issues. The most relevant aspect to this study is “Privacy, Freedom of Speech & Other Human Rights Online”. The study classifies the readiness toward each aspect according to a five-scale measure. The scales are Start-up, Formative, Established, Strategic, and Dynamic. Up to the authors’ knowledge gained through the literature survey that was conducted, there is no previous work that compares policies and laws in the cybersecurity area between the USA, the EU, and the UAE with the focus on surveillance and privacy. This comparison is needed to address the strengths and weaknesses in the laws of these countries and especially to help legislators and lawmakers in the UAE to address the improvements that can be considered in order to reach the level of cybersecurity maturity in the other two countries.

In Adams (2020), the author discussed two issues: the first one is how digital surveillance forms a problem for workers in the field of journalism and the second one is the effect of transformation to digital distribution on the content of events, news, and reports. In addition, the author mentioned that the process of transformation to digital distribution drove the publishers to gather and share data with other publishers. The author proposed many recommendations to tackle such issues through a high level of transparency.

Another important study provided by Abokhodair, Abbar, Vieweg, and Mejova (2017), focuses on online privacy in Saudi Arabia and Qatar. The study shows that Saudi Arabian and Qatari believe that privacy comes from the Islamic religion, and there is a need to protect personal privacy.

The authors (Goldberg, Johnson, & Shriver, 2019) mentioned that the EU began applying a set of regulations, which protect the personal data rights of the EU citizens by setting a set of rules for companies to regulate the process of exchanging personal information among themselves. In addition, the authors discussed the effect of such rules on e-commerce websites in the EU.

To address the issue of accessing and using personal data by smartphone developers in many other applications, Li et al. (2017) proposed a new framework called “PrivacyStreams” to manage the process of accessing personal data. The results showed that this framework can protect sensitive mobile data.

Rachovitsa (2017) discussed the issue of protecting online privacy and mentioned that online privacy can be protected by enhancing the internet standards and using and designing different technological tools, which support and complement the existed legal frameworks.

Chen, Beaudoin, and Hong (2016) proposed a new model, which is inspired by negative privacy experiences and comprises three stages. The aim of the proposed model was to explore and discuss the internet users’ behaviours regarding the issue of personal data privacy in order to enhance and protect online privacy.

Since the issue of data privacy is important and considered a human right, the United Nations has put it on its agenda. Zalnieriute (2015) discussed the possibility of making privacy a legal rule under international law through discussion of different perspectives of data privacy.

3. METHODOLOGY

In this research, the authors adopted the comparative approach based on analyzing the legislative provisions that dealt with surveillance and privacy law UAE legislation and comparing it with USA and EU legislations. This paper also proposed a framework to analyze the maturity level of legislation in any country and provides recommendations for the adoption of new rules for regulating surveillance and privacy. Specifically, the authors compared laws in these three countries and regions of the world based on data collected from research papers and websites that represent legislatures and legal bodies in these countries.

The researchers use specific comparative approach in legal research to analyze the existence and maturity level of legal acts and laws related to surveillance and privacy in the targeted regions. The main method used focuses on the existence of the law and then compare them, if exist, to tackle specific dimension or a need expressed in terms of questions as can be seen in Table 1.

The authors began collecting data regarding surveillance and privacy in the fall of 2020. The most relevant data was collected from many official sources in the USA, the EU, and the UAE. Other several ideas of surveillance and privacy were gathered from journal articles, and master’s theses.


4. RESULTS

In this section, we would like to highlight the following observations and recommendations.

Observation 1: The UAE and the USA have more than one surveillance and privacy-related laws, in contrast to the common and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) law adopted in the EU.

Recommendation 1: It is recommended to have one general and comprehensive federal law that governs surveillance and data privacy issues in the UAE in order to have one common reference law. This does not mean that more specific law, which respects the general one, cannot be adopted in order to impose more specific requirements such as the case with fostering and protecting economic prosperity.

Observation 2: The authors believe that no law in the three considered countries/regions has reached the maturity level of Strategic or Dynamic according to the proposed legal framework presented in Section 3.

Recommendation 2: Legislatures in these countries/regions should consider the improvement of law related to surveillance and privacy in order to reach the Strategic level of maturity or even the Dynamic one which allows these laws and acts to adapt to new technologies and other external factors.

5. DISCUSSION

There is no comprehensive federal-level data privacy and protection law in the UAE. However, at the emirates level, there are laws that govern data security and privacy laws in the UAE. Additionally, data protection articles have been introduced into some sector-specific laws and into the laws that control the work of sector-free or special economic zones, such as Dubai International Financial Centre, the Abu Dhabi Global Market, and the Dubai Health Care City.

The new Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) Law No. 5 of 2020 Data Protection Law (DPL) (Wilkinson & Gibson, 2020) replaces the DIFC Law No. 1 of 2007 Data Protection Law (DPL) (DESC, 2017) and allows the DIFC to be more closely aligned with GDPR law that is applicable in Europe (European Union, 2016). GDPR is applied across the EU and this represents a major difference compared to the USA and the UAE where there is more than one law which makes it difficult in some cases to decide on the law that should be applied.

Article 379 of the UAE Penal Code can be considered as the privacy law which is most relevant to a general application in the UAE which prevents the use or dissemination of secret data by a person who can access this data according to a profession, craft, situation or art. Any disclosure of such secret data should be based on the consent of its owner, or otherwise in accordance with the law.

Another issue that is related to surveillance and privacy is the focus of the operation done by intelligent services according to the adopted laws. This focus could be on national security, economic, or other matters. In the UAE, we can see that most of the currently adopted laws are focused on economic aspects. This is evident by the existence of the following laws:

---

Table 1. Level of maturity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of maturity</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start-up</td>
<td>There is no domestic law that targets privacy and surveillance issues. Discussions of privacy surveillance-related policies by multiple stakeholders may have begun but did not result in concrete legislation or standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative</td>
<td>There are partial domestic rules that target the privacy and surveillance issues, how intelligence services deal with privacy and surveillance, how does the government controls these issues, how companies cooperate with intelligence services and the government in regards to these issues. Discussions of privacy surveillance-related policies by multiple stakeholders may have begun but did not result in concrete legislation or standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established</td>
<td>Domestic law recognises fundamental human rights on the internet, including privacy online, and defines specific policies of surveillance, defining the right of a human to be informed of the existence of such surveillance. Domestic law follows international standards and takes precautions to protect the individual's right to privacy during the surveillance. Actors from the government and private sector are involved in specifying the laws and regulations on privacy and surveillance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>International and regional standards and known good practices are used in the assessment and amendment of domestic legal frameworks related to privacy and surveillance. In order to exceed the acceptable level specified in international standards, research and proper measures are used to evaluate the effect of current rules and policies regarding surveillance and privacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Due to the very dynamic and constant changes in the application of technology of communication and surveillance, procedures have been adopted to control the amendment policies and laws related to surveillance and privacy. The country fully recognizes that access to internet communication channels is a fundamental human right. The country contributes actively to the global interaction for surveillance and privacy, especially on the internet. Domestic stakeholders participate actively to shape related domestic and international standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
1. DIFC Law No. 5 of 2020 Data Protection Law (DESC, 2017).
2. Regulating Telecommunications (Federal Law by Decree 3 of 2003 as amended). This consists of regulations or policies enacted by the Telecoms Regulatory Authority (TRA) in regards to data protection of the UAE telecoms consumers.
3. The Use of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in Health Fields (ICT Health Law) was issued on February 6, 2018, Federal Law No. 2 of 2018.

The number of laws related to economic sectors and the continuous improvement of these laws prove the interest of the UAE in protecting the economic prosperity of the country. In the USA, intelligent services are not used for specific economic reasons which is the same case with most EU countries.

The way through which intelligent services force companies to allow access to private data is different in the three considered countries/regions. In the UAE, this is provided in the Federal Decree-Law No. (5) of 2012 on combating cybercrimes, which provides that “The officials determined by a decision from the Minister of Justice shall have the capacity of judicial officers for the ascertainment of acts committed in violation to the provisions of this Decree-Law, and the competent authorities in the Emirates are required to submit facilities necessary to those officials to enable them to perform their tasks” (Article 49). In the USA, this is provided by warrants, subpoenas, and court orders while in the EU, each country has its own way of enforcing this kind of compliance. Table 2 lists a set of questions presented by DESC (2017). For each of these questions, we present the current situation in the UAE constitution and law, the associated recommendation, and compare the UAE case with that of the USA and the EU in the last column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Current situation in the UAE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Current situation in the USA and the EU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>How can intelligence services compel companies to provide access to data?</strong></td>
<td>Federal Decree-Law No. (5) (Established maturity level).</td>
<td>No recommendation</td>
<td>Through a warrant, subpoenas, and court orders in the USA (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Are national intelligence services cooperating and exchanging information with foreign services?</strong></td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to explicitly clarify the circumstances under which intelligence services can cooperate with foreign services.</td>
<td>In the USA, they cooperate with Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the UK. Most of the EU countries cooperate with each other (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Are data subjects notified of surveillance by intelligence services?</strong></td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to explicitly clarify when and how subjects need to be notified of surveillance by intelligence services.</td>
<td>The answer is “No” for the USA and most of the EU countries except for Finland, Germany, and Portugal (Formative maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do data subjects have a right to court review of surveillance measures taken by intelligence services?</strong></td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to explicitly clarify when and how data subjects have a right to court review of surveillance measures taken by intelligence services.</td>
<td>The answer is “Yes” for the USA and most of the EU countries except for Luxembourg, Hungary, Czech Republic, Spain, and Italy (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Are other governmental bodies (Ministry, Parliamentary Committee, etc.) notified of (individual) surveillance measures taken by intelligence services?</strong></td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to explicitly clarify when and how governmental bodies such as the Ministry, Parliamentary Committee, etc., are notified of (individual) surveillance measures taken by intelligence services.</td>
<td>The answer is “Yes” for the USA and most of the EU countries except for Ireland (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do law enforcement authorities need court orders to intercept communications?</strong></td>
<td>It is possible to submit a request to the general prosecutor according to Article 72, second paragraph of the Federal Criminal Procedure Code (Formative maturity level).</td>
<td>A review of this process needs to be conducted to make it more adaptive to new technologies and circumstances.</td>
<td>The answer is “Yes” for the USA and most of the EU countries except for France, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, and Spain (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How can law enforcement authorities compel companies to provide access to data?</strong></td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to specify the way law enforcement authorities can compel companies to provide access to data.</td>
<td>Through a warrant, subpoenas, and court orders in the USA. In the EU, it needs a court order, but not in Austria (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can and do companies challenge orders to provide personal data to law enforcement authorities?</strong></td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to specify the cases when a company can challenge such orders.</td>
<td>The answer is “Yes” for the USA and most of the EU countries except for Italy and the Czech Republic (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. List of questions (Part 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Current situation in the UAE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Current situation in the USA and the EU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What privacy rights do individuals have against government agencies and companies if companies share personal data with the government?</td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>The right of an individual against sharing his/her private data needs to be specified.</td>
<td>In the USA, there are two cases (Baker &amp; McKenzie, 2017): 1) Against the government via: 4th &amp; 14th Amendment, Privacy Rights Act of 1974, federal and state electronic communications privacy protections, state constitutional protections, liability, and damages. 2) Against companies via: Electronic communications privacy protections, contractual rights. In the EU, member countries follow different laws and policies (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are companies liable to data subjects if they disclose data to the government without sufficient legal bases?</td>
<td>According to Article 31 of the UAE Constitution 1971, and its amendments, the privacy of the individual is protected and institutions and companies are responsible for protecting the data of customers and individuals (Established maturity level).</td>
<td>There is no specific article that regulates the sharing of individual private data with the government. Therefore, there is a need to specifically include this in the constitution.</td>
<td>Generally, &quot;Yes&quot; (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are data subjects notified if law enforcement accesses their data?</td>
<td>There is no explicit law or regulation related to this (Start-up maturity level).</td>
<td>There is a need to clarify this issue and specify the cases when a subject is notified if law enforcement parties access his/her data and when this notification is not offered.</td>
<td>In the USA and the EU, the answer is &quot;Yes&quot; in most cases. France, Italy, Hungary, Norway, Ireland, and Luxembourg are exceptions (Established maturity level).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a review and comparison of the surveillance activities that can be conducted by different agents such as intelligent services, law enforcement parties, governments, and companies against individuals and groups in the USA, the EU, and the UAE. We have highlighted the amendments that have been adopted to improve laws in each of these countries, the need for further improvement, and strengths and weaknesses in each. Recommendations have been given in order to help security experts to cooperate with legislators in order to rectify shortcomings and improve the acts adopted in their respected states.

We think that such a comparison can help system developers find an easier way to accommodate the differences in security measures that they have to tackle and incorporate with they are serving customers in these countries and especially in the UAE. A legal framework has been proposed to highlight the context and basis for conducted comparison and the given recommendations. This framework can help researchers as the baseline for future research that is related to surveillance and privacy.

The recommendations given in this paper as answers to eleven questions related to surveillance and privacy can be viewed as a comprehensive review of the UAE acts and laws in relevance to the focus of this paper. However, these recommendations are associated with the limitations related to the availability of information from various resources that the authors were able to obtain. These recommendations show that for most of the questions the maturity level of laws and acts are still at the Start-up level.
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